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Abstract

Background: External quality assessment (EQA) programs 
for general chemistry tests have evolved from between 
laboratory comparison programs to trueness verification 
surveys. In the Netherlands, the implementation of such 
programs has reduced inter-laboratory variation for elec-
trolytes, substrates and enzymes. This allows for national 
and metrological traceable reference intervals, but these 
are still lacking. We have initiated a national endeavor 
named NUMBER (Nederlandse UniforMe Beslisgrenzen 
En Referentie-intervallen) to set up a sustainable system 
for the determination of standardized reference intervals 
in the Netherlands.
Methods: We used an evidence-based ‘big-data’ approach 
to deduce reference intervals using millions of test results 
from patients visiting general practitioners from clinical 
laboratory databases. We selected 21 medical tests which 
are either traceable to SI or have Joint Committee for 
Traceability in Laboratory Medicine (JCTLM)-listed refer-
ence materials and/or reference methods. Per laboratory, 

per test, outliers were excluded, data were transformed 
to a normal distribution (if necessary), and means and 
standard deviations (SDs) were calculated. Then, average 
means and SDs per test were calculated to generate pooled 
(mean ± 2 SD) reference intervals. Results were discussed 
in expert meetings.
Results: Sixteen carefully selected clinical laborato-
ries across the country provided anonymous test results 
(n = 7,574,327). During three expert meetings, participants 
found consensus about calculated reference intervals 
for 18 tests and necessary partitioning in subcategories, 
based on sex, age, matrix and/or method. For two tests 
further evaluation of the reference interval and the study 
population were considered necessary. For glucose, the 
working group advised to adopt the clinical decision limit.
Conclusions: Using a ‘big-data’ approach we were able 
to determine traceable reference intervals for 18 gen-
eral chemistry tests. Nationwide implementation of 
these established reference intervals has the potential to 
improve unequivocal interpretation of test results, thereby 
reducing patient harm.

Keywords: big data approach; reference intervals; 
standardization.

Introduction
Interchangeability of laboratory test results across labora-
tories and in time is a major topic in laboratory medicine. 
The implementation of the Dutch External Quality Assess-
ment (EQA) Program ‘SKML Combi New Style’ in 2005, 
using commutable and targeted sera, has proven to be very 
effective in reducing median inter-laboratory coefficients 
of variation for electrolytes, substrates and enzymes in 
the Netherlands [1]. However, despite the standardization 
of medical tests, national reference intervals and deci-
sion limits are still lacking for many of these tests in the 
Netherlands. Reference intervals are still established per 
laboratory using variable not evidence-based approaches: 
e.g. based on information from manufacturers’ product 
inserts, from literature or from healthy controls analyzed 
by the laboratory itself. As a result, reference intervals 
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differ according to manufacturer, method principle and/
or method generation and are often based on more strict 
pre-analytical conditions compared to those applied in 
daily clinical practice, leading to higher between-labo-
ratory variation in reference intervals than the analytical 
variation in measurement results [2–4]. This hinders the 
national use of reference intervals in clinical guidelines, 
prevents adequate interpretation of laboratory test results 
and leads to incorrect and unequal treatment of patients [3, 
4]. Interchangeability of laboratory test names, units and  
reference intervals in the Netherlands has become an 
absolute necessity due to recent developments, such as 
the introduction of electronical patient records in which 
laboratory results from different laboratories are com-
bined, and the re-organization of the Dutch healthcare 
system in which patients with multiple health conditions 
are treated in more than one hospital or are treated by dif-
ferent physicians in primary, secondary and tertiary care.

The conventional settlement of reference intervals 
with the direct method, e.g. collecting and analyzing 
material from healthy control donors, is a time consum-
ing and costly process. Following the CLSI protocol EP28-
A3c, at least 120  samples should be tested, for each 
subcategory when applicable [5], leading to sometimes 
>1000 measurements per analyte when age and sex sub-
categories are necessary. The Committee on Reference 
Intervals and Decision Limits (C-RIDL) from the Interna-
tional Federation for Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory 
Medicine has published a detailed protocol on conducting 
multicenter reference interval studies, including require-
ments for recruitment of healthy volunteers (using health 
questionnaires), sample collection, cross-checking, ethics 
and data-analysis [6, 7]. These recommended methods for 
sample collection, centrifuging and storage differ from 
everyday practice [8], leading to reference intervals that 
will not always be applicable to routine practice because it 
will lead to excess flagging [9]. Given the workload, burden 
and costs of the direct method of establishing reference 
intervals, alternative methods are explored for establish-
ing reference intervals, as described by the IFCC Commit-
tee on Reference Intervals and Decision Limits [10].

Under the umbrella of SKML/Calibration 2.000 [11], 
we have initiated a national endeavor named NUMBER 
(Nederlandse UniforMe Beslisgrenzen En Referentie-
intervallen), in order to accomplish standardized refer-
ence intervals in the Netherlands. In this project, we adopt 
an indirect ‘big data’ approach to determine reference 
intervals [12], based on the evidence-based approach that 
was applied in Australia and New Zealand (https://www.
aacb.asn.au/aboutus/harmonization-committee) [4, 13, 
14], using millions of test results that are readily available 

in existing clinical laboratory databases from patients 
visiting general practitioners. The ‘big data’ approach is 
particularly usable in the Netherlands, because a unique, 
category 1 EQA system with value assigned, commutable 
EQA-materials, covering the clinically relevant concen-
tration range, is in place. The Dutch EQA organization 
SKML collaborates with JCTLM-listed reference laborato-
ries which perform value assignments [15] using primary 
reference methods and reference materials [16]. Further-
more, a multi-sample evaluation scoring system (MUSE) 
has been introduced [17], based on the Six Sigma metric 
combined with the bias and imprecision criteria from 
the Milan conference models [18], allowing monitoring 
of trueness and precision over time, based on prede-
fined scientific criteria. This approach is also a method 
which allows periodic review of the established reference 
interval, as required by ISO 15189 (Chapter 5.5.2). We ini-
tially focused on SI-traceable general chemistry tests and 
enzyme tests defined by their reference measurement 
procedure, in which trueness can be verified 2-weekly by 
the Dutch EQA scheme ‘SKML Combi General Chemistry’ 
[15] using its category 1 trueness verification program.

Materials and methods
A schematic overview of the project outline is shown in Figure 1.

Study design

Clinical laboratories across the Netherlands were asked to provide 
anonymised laboratory results of patients visiting general practi-
tioners. In the Netherlands, the general practitioner is gatekeeper 
to hospital  and specialist care. All Dutch residents are registered in 
one general practice. Health insurance is mandatory, which covers a 
standard benefit package including primary care delivered by gen-
eral practitioners.

We covered the main available manufacturers, matrices and 
geographic regions in the Netherlands, to enhance generalizability 
of the results.

Inclusion criteria for participating laboratories were:
 – Adherence to the ‘Venipuncture’ guideline of the Dutch Society 

for Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine [19]
 – Availability of test results ordered by general practitioners
 – Participation in the Dutch EQA programs ‘SKML Combi General 

Chemistry’, with a sigma score ≥2 (‘multi sample evaluation 
[MUSE]’ score ≥1 in EQA reports) [17]

 – Being able to supply anonymous test results for a period of 
12 months (1 July 2015–1 July 2016) from the laboratory informa-
tion system (Excel 2007 or above, .xlsx file)

 – Provision of additional information on general pre-analytical 
conditions, test characteristics and performance of the test in 
the EQA during the period of data mining.
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Data were centrally collected at the data center of the department of 
Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine at the Leiden University 
Medical Center.

Confidentiality of data and mutual performance of the par-
ticipants was guaranteed and secured by a non-disclosure agree-
ment, signed by the distributing and receiving parties. In addition, 
all participating laboratories gave permission to gain insight in the 
SKML EQA scores of the laboratories for the periods of data collec-
tion. As we received anonymous data from participating laboratories, 
the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO) did not 
apply to this project and we were exempted from obtaining ethical 
approval. However, the Medical Ethics Committee of the Leiden Uni-
versity Medical Center reviewed the study protocol and declared to 
have ‘no objection’ to the execution of this project in the Leiden Uni-
versity Medical Center (G16.056).

Data quality

We selected SI-traceable general chemistry tests from the Dutch EQA 
scheme ‘SKML Combi General Chemistry (blood)’ (www.skml.nl/
rondzendingen) for which the reference measurement systems are 

listed in the JCTLM database (www.jctlm.org) and for which SKML 
has a trueness verification program in place [15]. Included analytes 
were serum/plasma alanine aminotransferase (ALT), albumin, alka-
line phosphatase (ALP), amylase, (anorganic) phosphate, aspar-
tate amino transaminase (AST), (total) bilirubin, calcium, chloride, 
creatinine, creatinine kinase (CK), γ-glutamyltransferase (GGT), 
glucose, iron, potassium, lactate dehydrogenase (LD), magnesium, 
sodium, total protein, urea and uric acid. The quality of the data was 
assured by excluding data from poor performers, defined as a ‘multi 
sample evaluation (MUSE)’ score of zero in EQA reports, indicating a 
total allowable error (Tea) sigma value below 2 [17].

Pre-analytical considerations

All samples were taken using a routine phlebotomy order of draw 
(citrate, serum, heparin, EDTA, sodium fluoride) as advised by the 
EFLM pre-analytical workgroup [20]. In the Netherlands, phle-
botomy services are often located in or near general practices or 
hospitals. The Netherlands (41,528 km2) has 134 general and univer-
sity hospitals [21]. The average distance to a general practitioner is 
0.9 km; six out of 10 inhabitants live within a radius of 5 km from a 

Goal 1: Standardization of reference intervals and decision limits in the Netherlands

2: Structural verification of the reference intervals and decision limits
     - Adequate interpretation of laboratory test results
     - Support of individual laboratories to settle reference intervals
     - Always actual reference intervals and decision limits available

Phase 1: Data collection
Apr 2016-Apr 2017 - Big data approach with primary care patient data

- Focus on SI standardized analytes
- Recruitment of participants for the NUMBER workgroup

Phase 2: Data analysis
May 2017 - Outlier exclusion, transformation to normal distribution

- Defining subcategories (gender, age, fasting/non-fasting)
- Calculating reference intervals (or decision limits)

Phase 3: Number workshops
June-Oct 2017 - Discussion of calculated reference intervals

- Advice to SKML/Calibration 2.000 for standardized reference intervals

Phase 4: Flagging rates 
Sept 2017 - Check on flagging rates

- Final settlement of reference intervals

Phase 5: National implementation 
April 2018 Ambassadors from the NUMBER workgroup locally promote and explain the

rationale behind the reference intervals

Phase 6: Structural monitoring
2018 Development of a national structural monitoring system for reference intervals 

with the Dutch EQA organisation SKML 

Figure 1: Project outline.
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hospital [22, 23], resulting in relatively short transportation times of 
blood samples to the laboratory. For the participating laboratories, 
maximum transportation time (i.e. maximum time to centrifuga-
tion) ranged from 10 min to 6 h. Fifty-six percent of the laboratories 
performed regular temperature monitoring in transportation cases. 
Centrifugation conditions ranged from 1800g to 3000g, 5–10  min 
(20 °C – room temperature).

Analytical considerations

From each laboratory only data for which their SKML participation 
resulted in a passing performance score were included (MUSE score 
≥1, sigma ≥2) [17]. Only specific methods that measure well-defined 
measurands were considered for calculating reference intervals. For 
example, results from laboratories that used the Jaffe method for 
measuring creatinine, which exhibits considerable analytical vari-
ability (in terms of bias, imprecision and lack of specificity) [24], 
were not included in the statistical analyses. In addition, given the 
significant differences between bromcresol green (BCG) and brom-
cresol purple (BCP) dye-binding methods for albumin [25], we per-
formed separate analyses for laboratories using the BCG and BCP 
method.

Matrix considerations

As potassium concentrations are known to be 0.1 to 0.7 mmol/L higher 
in serum than in heparin plasma as a result of platelet rupture due to 
clotting, analyses for potassium were stratified for serum and plasma 
[26, 27]. Moreover, separate analyses in serum and heparin plasma 
were performed for total protein, because serum normally contains 
±4% less protein than plasma, mostly because soluble fibrinogen is 
converted to fibrin during the clotting process [28].

Clinical considerations

Laboratory results were excluded when phlebotomy was performed 
at home, as this is often only requested for severely ill patients. Iron 
measurements were only included when, at the same phlebotomy 
date and time, hemoglobin levels were available and results were 
>8.1 mmol/L for men or >7.5 mmol/L for women [29]. In addition, to 
reduce the risk of including glucose results from patients with dia-
betes visiting the laboratory for routine check-ups, glucose results 
were only included in the analyses when HbA1c was not ordered at 
the same phlebotomy date and time.

Statistical analyses

The data analyses were performed in three steps.
First, reference intervals were calculated per test per laboratory. 

Per laboratory, per test, outliers (i.e. results that were supposed not to 
belong to the reference population) were discarded using the Tukey 
method [30]. In short, the lower and upper cut-offs for outliers were 
defined as Q1 − (1.5 × IQR) and Q3 + (1.5 × IQR), respectively, where 

Q1 is the lower sample quartile, Q3 is the upper sample quartile and 
IQR = Q3–Q1. When an outlier was detected, results from related tests 
were discarded as well. For this purpose, the following groups of 
related tests were defined:

 – Electrolytes: calcium, chloride, potassium, sodium
 – Bone: calcium, magnesium, phosphate
 – Liver: alkaline phosphatase, GGT, ALT, AST, (total) bilirubin
 – Kidney: creatinine, urea
 – Proteins: albumin, total protein

Histograms were visually inspected and formal tests were performed 
(Z score for skewness and kurtosis between −1.96 and 1.96 and  
p value Shapiro-Wilk test >0.05) to determine the presence of a nor-
mal Gaussian distribution. Given the large numbers of test results, 
the formal tests of normality were very sensitive to a deviation from 
normality. Therefore, decisions on normality were based on the 
visual inspection of the histograms. If a normal distribution was 
absent, the data were log-transformed. Again, the Tukey method 
was applied to discard outliers, histograms were visually inspected 
and formal tests were performed to check if the assumption of an 
approximately normal Gaussian distribution was met. Supplemen-
tary Material Table 1 shows the total number of available test results 
(combined for all participating laboratories) per test and an over-
view of the proportion of excluded test results (range 2%–15%).

Albumin, (anorganic) phosphate, calcium, chloride, potassium, 
magnesium, sodium, total protein followed a Gaussian distribution. 
For the other tests, we obtained a Gaussian distribution after log 
transformation.

Per laboratory, per test, the mean and standard deviation were 
calculated, for the total dataset, and stratified in the following pre-
defined subgroups (based on consensus):

 – Sex: Male/female
 – Age:

 – Newborns/infants: <28  days of age (WHO definition), 
28 days to <1 year

 – 1–5 years, 6–12 years, 12–18 years, 19–50 years, 51–65 years, 
66–80 years, 80+  years.

Results were included in the pooled analyses when a minimum of five 
test results per laboratory were available.

Second, per test, average means and average SDs of all partici-
pating laboratories were calculated to generate pooled (mean ± 2 SD) 
reference intervals. The means and SDs of the individual participat-
ing laboratories were all considered of equal value, and were consid-
ered equally accurate reflections of the underlying true distributions 
of the test results for patients visiting general practitioners in the 
catchment areas of the participating laboratories. Therefore, no 
weights based on sample size were assigned. The pooled reference 
intervals were considered for implementation when they were based 
on at least 120 measurements in total.

Third, the calculated pooled reference intervals were verified in 
five representative and independent datasets from participating labo-
ratories (additional data extraction period 1 December 2016 – 1 June 
2017) covering all manufacturers and matrices. The percentage of 
measurements below the lower reference limit and above the upper 
reference limit were calculated per test per laboratory, further referred 
to as “flagging rates”. Theoretically, in case of suitable standardized 
reference intervals, 2.5% flagging rates below, respectively, above the 
defined lower reference limit and upper reference limit are expected.

Data analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 23.
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Expert meetings

Expert meetings were organized with all participating laboratories. 
The expert meetings took place on February 9th 2017, May 30th 2017 
and September 5th 2017. During the first workshop, the general con-
cepts of (inter)national standardization of post-analysis for clinical 
chemistry tests were discussed, consensus was obtained about the 
methods and data analysis plan, and the first results were discussed 
during breakout sessions. The aims of the second workshop were 
(1) to check for the availability of reference materials and reference 
methods in the JCTLM database and (2) discuss the need for partition-
ing based on manufacturer, matrix, sex and age based on a literature 
search and the results of the data analyses. During the third work-
shop, all results (per test, per laboratory, per subgroup) and flagging 
rates were discussed during breakout sessions and consensus-based 
decisions were made about the applicability of the calculated stand-
ardized reference intervals. Minutes were recorded of all meetings.

Results
Sixteen clinical laboratories across the country provided 
anonymous test results from patients visiting general 
practitioners over a period of 1 year, leading to a total of 
7,574,327 analyzed results. The 16 laboratories represented 
the complete geographical area of the Netherlands, the four 
main clinical chemistry analyzer manufacturers and both 
heparin plasma and serum matrices (Figure 2). Thirteen 

laboratories used lithium heparin collection tubes, and 
three used serum tubes, either with or without clotting acti-
vator (Becton Dickinson or Greiner). The majority of labo-
ratories (85%) used tubes with a gel for separation. Besides 
providing the test results for the data analyses and addi-
tional information on pre-analytical conditions and test 
characteristics, the laboratory specialists in clinical chem-
istry, residents in clinical chemistry or senior technical staff 
of the participating laboratories took seat in the NUMBER 
expert meetings.

During the three expert meetings organized in 2017, 
consensus was obtained about (a) the standardized refer-
ence intervals for ALT, albumin, ALP, amylase, (anorganic) 
phosphate, AST, (total) bilirubin, calcium, chloride, GGT, 
iron, potassium, creatinine, LD, magnesium, sodium, 
total protein and urea, and (b) the need for partitioning 
in sex, age, matrix or method categories for each analyte. 
An overview of the standardized reference intervals is pre-
sented in Table 1.

Flagging rates were calculated in five representative 
independent datasets to verify the plausibility of the cal-
culated reference intervals using the ‘big data’ approach. 
Flagging rates were all within the plus or minus 5% (±2%) 
range (Figure 3), which was considered acceptable during 
the expert meetings (consensus decision). The higher flag-
ging rates below the lower limit of the reference interval 
for iron were expected, as no hemoglobin data were avail-
able in the validation data sets.

No consensus has been reached yet for implementa-
tion of the calculated reference intervals for creatinine 
kinase and uric acid, as these reference intervals were 
substantially higher than currently applied in the par-
ticipating laboratories and higher than to be expected 
in healthy individuals. For glucose (fasting and non-
fasting), it was decided in expert meeting 1, in compli-
ance with the Milan hierarchy [18], to recommend the 
use of outcome-based clinical decision limits rather than 
a reference interval, such as provided by the WHO and 
American Diabetes Association [31, 32]. As a result of this 
decision, we did not calculate standardized reference 
intervals for glucose.

We observed substantial differences in the calculated 
standardized reference intervals using data from laborato-
ries using the BCG and the BCP method for albumin, con-
firming the need to introduce separate reference intervals 
for BCG and BCP (Figure 4). In addition, we observed larger 
variation in currently applied reference intervals for potas-
sium (based on manufacturers’ product inserts, literature, 
or healthy controls analyzed by the laboratory itself) in 
the participating laboratories than in the calculated refer-
ence intervals using the ‘big data’ approach with separate 

Serum

Siemens Healthineers

Roche Diagnostics

Beckman Coulter Diagnostics

Abbott Diagnostics

Plasma

Figure 2: Map of the Netherlands indicating the location, platform 
and matrix of the participating laboratories.
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Table 1: Reference intervals as calculated in the NUMBER project for selected medical tests.

Test   Unit   Gender   Age, 
years

  n 
 
 

Proposed reference interval in:

Serum + plasma  
 

Plasma 
 

Serum

Low   High Low  High Low  High

ALT   U/L   M   1–5  1376  9   35        
      6–12  3796  10   35        
      13–18  8857  9   42        
      19–50  98,326  13   71        
      51–65  103,797  13   64        
      66–80  88,210  11   54        
      81+   20,462  9   42        
    F   1–5  1112  10   33        
      6–12  4206  9   33        
      13–18  18,502  8   35        
      19–50  157,705  9   44        
      51–65  121,128  11   52        
      66–80  103,883  10   46        
      81+   34,073  8   37        

Albumin – BCP   g/L   M   1–5  191  33   44        
      6–12  506  34   46        
      13–18  1096  35   48        
      19–50  9931  35   47        
      51–65  10,205  33   45        
      66–80  10,459  31   44        
      81+   3228  30   42        
    F   1–5  139  34   46        
      6–12  559  36   45        
      13–18  2243  34   46        
      19–50  19,539  32   45        
      51–65  14,217  33   44        
      66–80  13,126  32   43        
      81+   5998  31   42        

Albumin – BCG   g/L   M   1–5  24  nd   nd        
      6–12  111  nd   nd        
      13–18  236  40   52        
      19–50  4636  39   51        
      51–65  4468  37   49        
      66–80  9907  36   48        
      81+   1833  36   46        
    F   1–5  26  nd   nd        
      6–12  121  39   50        
      13–18  785  40   51        
      19–50  8132  38   49        
      51–65  6735  38   49        
      66–80  6835  37   48        
      81+   3646  36   47        

Amylase   U/L   M + F   1–5  32  nd   nd        
      6–12  257  30   128        
      13–18  1029  28   120        
      19–50  16,260  28   119        
      51–65  14,315  27   134        
      66–80  10,738  27   141        
      81+   2864  27   139        

ALP   U/L   M   1–5  50  nd   nd        
      6–12  91  nd   nd        
      13–18  1426  63   190        
      19–50  29,543  45   128        
      51–65  29,777  46   126        
      66–80  24,695  44   134        
      81+   5698  45   145        
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Test   Unit   Gender   Age, 
years

  n 
 
 

Proposed reference interval in:

Serum + plasma  
 

Plasma 
 

Serum

Low   High Low  High Low  High

    F   1–5  40  nd   nd        
      6–12  189  107   209        
      13–18  3745  44   149        
      19–50  44,377  38   123        
      51–65  36,555  48   142        
      66–80  29,028  47   138        
      81+   8849  45   146        

(Anorganic) 
phosphate

  mmol/L   M   1–5  16  nd   nd        
      6–12  64  nd   nd        
      13–18  215  0.88   1.53        
      19+   12,671  0.62   1.32        
    F   1–5  14  nd   nd        
      6–12  87  nd   nd        
      13–18  801  0.82   1.52        
      19+   19,688  0.73   1.40        

AST   U/L   M   1–5  290  24   53        
      6–12  937  19   42        
      13–18  2710  14   39        
      19+   117,620  14   43        
    F   1–5  233  23   49        
      6–12  1009  15   46        
      13–18  5660  12   33        
      19+   150,029  13   38        

(Total) bilirubin   μmol/L   M   1–5  279  2   11        
      6–12  835  3   16        
      13–18  2005  4   29        
      19+   62,721  4   24        
    F   1–5  200  2   10        
      6–12  880  3   16        
      13–18  3979  3   22        
      19+   91,411  3   19        

Calcium   mmol/L   M + F   1–5  104  nd   nd        
      6–12  408  2.29   2.56        
      13–18  1564  2.23   2.57        
      19+   75,237  2.18   2.55        

Chloride   mmol/L   M + F   13+   8963  97   108        
Creatinine   μmol/L   M   1–5  81  nd   nd        

      6–12  3505  38   63        
      13–18  9509  48   101        
      19–50  140,432  61   113        
      51–65  246,639  61   120        
      66–80  253,514  62   134        
      81+   56,456  65   149        
    F   1–5  86  nd   nd        
      6–12  3988  38   65        
      13–18  20,251  46   83        
      19–50  214,100  48   91        
      51–65  261,732  48   99        
      66–80  289,028  48   113        
      81+   102,806  49   132        

GGT   U/L   M   1–5  822  6   17        
      6–12  2592  7   23        
      13–18  6546  7   36        
      19–50  79,249  9   102        
      51–65  78,949  11   117        
      66–80  63,516  10   110        

Table 1 (continued)
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Test   Unit   Gender   Age, 
years

  n 
 
 

Proposed reference interval in:

Serum + plasma  
 

Plasma 
 

Serum

Low   High Low  High Low  High

      81+   15,431  8   105        
    F   1–5  703  6   19        
      6–12  2763  7   22        
      13–18  13,326  6   35        
      19–50  121,881  6   62        
      51–65  90,963  7   90        
      66–80  75,431  8   91        
      81+   26,037  7   89        

Iron   μmol/L   M   1–5  40  nd   nd        
      6–12  325  7   30        
      13–18  761  9   35        
      19–50  4312  8   39        
      51–65  3883  8   35        
      66–80  3694  7   31        
      81+   951  8   29        
    F   1–5  113  nd   nd        
      6–12  593  7   31        
      13–18  2219  6   35        
      19–50  14,512  7   35        
      51–65  6188  8   30        
      66–80  4138  8   30        
      81+   1279  7   28        

LD   U/L   M   1–5  155  197   329        
      6–12  435  168   307        
      13–18  1032  127   273        
    F   1–5  110  nd   nd        
      6–12  485  148   313        
      13–18  1851  116   234        
    M + F   19–50  32,031  118   251        
      51–65  28,328  128   274        
      66–80  30,239  130   282        
      81+   13,894  136   301        

Magnesium   mmol/L   M + F   6+   38,315  0.71   0.98        
Potassium   mmol/L   M + F   6+   1,012,436 (plasma), 

408,045 (serum)
      3.4  4.9  3.8  5.2

Sodium   mmol/L   M + F   1+   923,427  136   145        
Total protein   g/L   M + F   1+   14,805 (plasma), 

55,457 (serum)
      63  81  61  79

Urea   μmol/L   M   1–5  8  nd   nd        
      6–12  287  2.8   7.1        
      13–18  822  2.7   7.6        
      19–50  13,389  2.9   8.6        
      51–65  19,934  3.2   9.8        
      66–80  22,991  3.6   11.8        
      81+   7113  4.3   14.2        
    F   1–5  6  nd   Nd        
      6–12  334  2.4   7.3        
      13–18  1820  2.2   6.9        
      19–50  19,180  2.5   7.0        
      51–65  21,143  2.9   9.4        
      66–80  24,835  3.1   11.8        
      81+   10,883  3.6   13.9        

nd – not determined due to n <  120.

Table 1 (continued)
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reference intervals for plasma and serum matrices (Figure 
5). The observed differences in reference intervals for lab-
oratories using heparin plasma and serum for potassium 
and total protein were in accordance with previous studies 
[26–28]. For plasma/serum ALT, ALP, AST, GGT and cre-
atinine, considerable differences were found between the 
different age groups (Figure 6).

Discussion
Building on the successes of the Dutch National Endeavor 
Calibration 2000 (now called Calibration 2.000) [11, 33] 
and inspired by the evidence-based approach that was 
applied in Australia and New Zealand [4], we set up a 
project and road map for sustainable determination of 
actual reference intervals, eventually stratified by gender 
and age, using a ‘big-data’ approach and medical test 
results from patients visiting their general practitioners. 
As metrological traceability of test results produced by 
medical laboratories in the Netherlands is guaranteed 
through the category 1 EQA scheme with value-assigned 
trueness verifiers, standardized reference intervals 
should be feasible. The fully commutable, targeted EQA 
materials that have been introduced in the Netherlands 
since 1998, in combination with the MUSE scoring system 

[17], have significantly reduced inter-laboratory variation 
for electrolytes, substrates and enzymes in the Nether-
lands [1], and has led to significant, further harmoniza-
tion of test results [34]. Unfortunately, the standardization 
of tests has not yet led to harmonization of the total test 
process, because of substantial variation in both the pre-
analytical phase and post-analytical phase. Reference 
intervals that are currently applied by Dutch medical 
laboratories originate from variable sources such as liter-
ature, manufacturer inserts, data mining from the labora-
tory information system, or regional agreements, leading 
to higher variation in reference intervals than the varia-
tion of analytical results from the different clinical chem-
istry platforms [2–4]. This situation is suboptimal and 
may lead to misinterpretation of the generated results by 
treating physicians, additional unnecessary diagnostic 
evaluations, over- or under-treatment or inaccurate esti-
mations about prognosis [3, 4]. The use of standardized 
reference intervals for medical tests for which the trace-
ability chain is in place, is also an essential prerequisite 
for standardizing the total test process [35]. Standardized 
reference intervals will facilitate the uniform interpreta-
tion of test results in the case of referral of the patient to a 
different hospital or from primary to secondary care and 
vice versa. The upcoming digitalization in the medical 
world, and the development of national or personal 
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Figure 3: Percentage flagging rates when applying standardized reference intervals in an independent dataset.
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health records is another driver for standardization of the 
total test process.

Because the establishment of reference intervals 
according to CLSI protocol EP28-A3c [5] and C-RIDL [7] is 
a time consuming, unsustainable and a costly expedition, 
we searched for an efficient and future proof approach 
for periodic (re-)establishment of standardized reference 
intervals in the Netherlands. We therefore adopted the evi-
dence-based approach from Australia and New Zealand 
using existing data from patients visiting general practi-
tioners to establish the reference intervals using a ‘big data’ 
approach. The calculated standardized reference intervals 
in our project are comparable to the reference intervals 
found in other important reference interval studies such 
as CALIPER (direct method) [36], ARIA (indirect method) 
[4] and NORIP (direct method) [8] (Supplementary Mate-
rial Table 2), supporting the chosen approach. The refer-
ence intervals that we propose can be implemented in the 
near future by all Dutch laboratories if they (a) adhere 
to the ‘Venipuncture’ guideline of the Dutch Society for 
Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine [19], (b) have 

comparable pre-analytical work-up conditions (such as 
collection tubes, transportation, temperature monitoring 
and centrifugation conditions) as applied by the partici-
pating laboratories in this project, (c) are using selective 
tests with clearly defined measurands that are traceable to 
JCTLM-listed reference methods and/or reference materi-
als, and (d) have a MUSE performance score of at least one  
(sigma 2 or higher) [17] in the SKML EQA scheme (Supple-
mentary Material Figure 1).

Interestingly, our study shows significant age and/
or lifestyle effects for ALT, ALP, AST, GGT and creatinine. 
The proposed standardized reference intervals for these 
tests are substantially higher than the (IFCC) reference 
intervals that are commonly applied for these tests in 
the Netherlands [37–42]. The results with respect to cre-
atinine build on evidence from earlier studies and are 
likely to reflect an aging effect. It is well known that in 
old age renal function decreases as a result of loss of 
glomeruli and decline in renal blood flow [43, 44]. This 
is illustrated by results from the Leiden 85-plus Study, a 
population-based prospective follow-up study of 85 year 
olds in Leiden The Netherlands, in which median creati-
nine clearance (estimated by the Cockcroft-Gault formula 
at the time) at age 85 was 45 mL/min [44]. However, the 
age-dependent increase found in the reference intervals 
for ALT, AST and GGT might be due to natural aging of the 
organs and/or due to lifestyle of the Dutch population, 
where obesity, metabolic syndrome, lack of exercise and 
alcohol consumption are prevalent [45, 46]. The elevated 
reference intervals are not found in the oldest age cate-
gory (81+), suggesting that aging is not solely responsible 
for the increase in reference intervals for these enzymes. 
Data are increasingly becoming available that question 
the extrapolation of ‘common’ medical knowledge into 
the highest age groups. The effects of some classical (lab-
oratory) determinants of disease and mortality in middle 
age, such as hypothyroidism [47], hypercholesterolemia 
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[48] and elevated ALT [49–51], have been shown to disap-
pear or even reverse in the oldest old, indicating complex 
relationships between common laboratory values and 
clinical outcomes in the elderly. This is an important 
topic of further research. The increased upper limits of 
the liver enzymes compared to the IFCC reference inter-
vals that are commonly applied in the Netherlands [37, 
39–42, 52] was discussed extensively during the expert 
meetings. Even though a lifestyle component may be 
involved, our results are supported by the flagging rate 
analyses. This is important, as frequent flagging (marked 
on the laboratory rapport) may distract attention from 
true pathological results [9].

Our study has several strengths. First, compared to 
the direct method of establishing reference intervals, the 
applied ‘big data’ approach in NUMBER is cost-efficient in 
the sense that it avoids collection and analyzing material 
from healthy control donors. Secondly, the chosen indi-
rect method and statistical methodology has the potential 

to be a sustainable method that can be repeated at set time 
intervals to re-evaluate the applied reference intervals in 
the future, to identify effects of population changes due 
to epidemiological transitions, exposure to the micro-
biome, aging and increasing welfare or advances in pre-
analytic and analytic methods. When centrally organized, 
this will facilitate the Dutch laboratories in their duty to 
monitor and evaluate applied reference intervals conform 
ISO15189. Third, the participating laboratories represented 
the complete geographical area of the Netherlands, the 
four main clinical chemistry analyzer manufacturers and 
both plasma and serum matrices. This is of vital impor-
tance for the national implementation of the standardized 
reference intervals that were obtained from this project. 
Fourth, the Dutch EQA system uses, where possible, com-
mutable, targeted materials. This is a minimum require-
ment for determining standardized reference intervals, 
applicable to all laboratories that show a Six Sigma score 
of at least 2 in the MUSE scoring system.
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Some limitations also have to be acknowledged. 
First, as a consequence of using anonymous labora-
tory test results, clinical information was not available.  
We tried to select a ‘healthy’ population by (1) using 
laboratory tests ordered by general practitioners (that 
in general order blood tests to rule out disease, meaning 
that the a priori chance of illness is low), assuming that 
the majority of individuals are free of disease, (2) we 
excluded laboratory results when phlebotomy was per-
formed at home, (3) used large numbers of test results 
in order to have confidence about the distribution of 
the central majority of the cohort [53], and (4) excluded 
results from related tests when results that were supposed 
not to belong to the reference population were detected. 
However, we cannot fully exclude the possibility of selec-
tion bias, especially for those tests that are routinely per-
formed to monitor patients with chronic diseases (like risk 
management for cardiovascular disease) or are performed 
only for a very distinct indication. This is, in particular, 
the reason why we did not reach consensus yet for the 
implementation of the calculated reference intervals for 
CK and uric acid. As recommended in the GP guideline 
‘Cardiovascular Risk Management’ of the Dutch College 
of General Practitioners [54], CK is commonly measured 
in patients using cholesterol synthesis inhibitor (statins), 
which are known for side effects such as myopathy [55, 56] 
and are used by more than 11% of the Dutch population 
[57]. In the case of uric acid, there is no universal defini-
tion for hyperuricemia. A cut-off defined by the solubility 
limit of uric acid (>0.42 mmol/L for men and >0.34 mmol/L 
for women) is commonly applied [58], based on the study 
by Campion and colleagues [59]. Others have already 
suggested that the reference intervals for uric acid may 
need to be redefined, because of a ‘shift to the right’ [60]. 
However, as uric acid is primarily requested for the diag-
nostic indication gout/arthritis, as is recommended in the 
Dutch GP Guideline ‘Arthritis’ [61], our dataset with results 
from patients visiting general practitioners might not be 
representative for the normal/healthy population for this 
test. Therefore, the preliminary calculated standardized 
reference intervals for CK and uric acid have to be evalu-
ated in a healthy control group or population-based study 
such as LifeLines [62] before national implementation can 
take place. Second, the data mining method requires large 
numbers of individuals [53]. Although more than seven 
million test results were available from 16 participating 
laboratories, in some subgroups still very small numbers 
of tests results were available. Therefore, it was not always 
possible to propose reference intervals for the youngest 
age groups. A different representative population should 
be sought for the youngest age categories (0–1 year and 

1–5 years). The CALIPER study determined reference inter-
vals in children separately on several platforms, but did 
not standardize reference intervals across methods [36]. 
Zierk and colleagues applied an indirect method to gen-
erate pediatric reference intervals for biochemistry ana-
lytes analyzed on one platform during clinical care in a 
tertiary care center in Germany [63, 64]. The Canadian 
and German results can therefore not be translated to the 
Dutch medical laboratory setting. However, the continu-
ous reference intervals that were provided by both pro-
jects are a topic of further study in the Netherlands.

In conclusion, with the use of a big data approach we 
were able to calculate age and sex stratified standardized 
reference intervals for 18 clinical chemistry tests that can 
be implemented by each Dutch laboratory with a Sigma 
score of at least 2 in the SKML EQA program and plat-
form with a full traceability chain in place. Nationwide 
implementation of these established reference intervals 
has the potential to improve unequivocal interpretation 
of test results leading to better diagnosis, treatment, 
risk stratification and follow-up. As a next step, a fourth 
expert meeting with the ambassadors of the NUMBER 
initiative will be organized early 2018 to come to agree-
ment for national reference intervals for CK and uric acid 
after evaluation in a healthy control group. In addition, 
promotion material will be developed and a detailed plan 
for the implementation of the reference intervals will be 
established (Figure 1, phase 5). The working group and 
ambassadors nationally and locally promote adherence to 
the standardized reference intervals in all Dutch labora-
tories according to a national implementation plan. The 
promotion of the use of the national reference intervals 
will not only lead to better exchangeability of laboratory 
results between different medical laboratories, but will 
also enhance the harmonization of methods, because the 
laboratory specialists are encouraged to calibrate their 
methods to achieve a bias of almost zero. Moreover, in 
cooperation with SKML and Calibration 2.000, our ambi-
tion is to formulate formal recommendations regarding 
more selective methods, e.g. enzymatic method for creati-
nine and the BCP method for albumin, to achieve the most 
reliable and exchangeable results for these parameters. 
Furthermore, we will set up a sustainable national surveil-
lance system to structurally monitor constancy in refer-
ence intervals with time in cooperation with SKML using 
their existing digital infrastructure for all medical labora-
tories in the Netherlands (Figure 1, phase 6). When this 
is accomplished, not only biological effects on reference 
intervals but also the effects of evolution of test perfor-
mance and test standardization on the reference interval 
will be periodically evaluated.
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